**Introduction and Purpose**

One of the major determinants of wound healing is the level of perfusion to the wound to allow proliferation of growth factors for tissue growth and eventual closure. Detrimental factors from a patient’s medical history can severely limit this, from well established issues like peripheral vascular disease to more recent concerns like COVID-19. Oxygen therapy is a treatment adjunct that aids wound healing by supplying oxygen to tissue similarly to perfusion for inducing wound healing, but hyperbaric oxygen therapy can be difficult to establish for a patient and may affect organ function due to oxygen toxicity. Topical oxygen has been proposed as an alternative that is more portable, simpler to use, and avoids undue oxidative stress on the organs by focusing oxygen delivery onto the wound of interest.

The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate one instance of a poorly healing surgical wound after a trans-metatarsal amputation, which was successfully closed using topical oxygen therapy that was started after months of unsuccessful closure. This difficulty healing stemmed from a medical history lending to limitations to perfusion.

**Case Report**

A 61-year-old female with a past medical history including insulin-dependent diabetes with peripheral neuropathy, peripheral arterial disease, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, coronary artery disease with surgical history of coronary artery bypass graft placement, COVID in 2020, and a former smoker. On top of these perfusion-limiting issues, she also has degenerative disc disease. The Stony Brook podiatry service first saw her in mid-September 2021 for a left dorsal foot with notable gangrenous changes over the forefoot and associated pain. A trans-metatarsal amputation with Achilles tendon lengthening was performed in mid-October 2021, following revascularization in early October as vascular studies revealed non-compressible calcific vessels with a >50% stenosis at the mid anterior tibial artery. She also had a recent coronary artery bypass graft placement in late August 2021 to address concerns of chest pain and difficulty breathing with exertion. About four months in total was spent in the hospital and outpatient setting for post-op management, with notable wound dehiscence and development of a fibrotic wound bed despite regular in-office debridement, dressings with Dakins solution, and vacuum-assisted closure. Topical oxygen via the TWO2 system was eventually offered and started alongside a continued regimen of outpatient debridement every two weeks with daily at-home dressings with hypochlorous acid. After 4 months of topical oxygen use, what started as a singular fibrogranular wound more than 10cm in length would gradually close, starting from the middle to form two smaller medial and lateral wounds that would also eventually close.

**Conclusion**

This is a retrospective analysis of a patient’s post-operative healing progress that demonstrates the benefit of topical oxygen therapy as part of the healing course despite a multifactorial predisposition for poor perfusion that presented initial difficulty in healing the surgical site.
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